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Fraud, Waste and Abuse
What Is Health Care Fraud?

• An intentional act

• Intended to obtain a benefit, or a greater benefit, to 
which the perpetrator is not entitled

• Often joined with “waste and abuse”—“FWA”—but those 
are not statutorily defined criminal acts

• Can involve any party within the health care/health 
insurance system, and increasingly, professional 
criminals who target private and public payers.

“Health Care Fraud”
18USC, Ch. 63, Sec. 1347

Whoever knowingly and willfully executes, or attempts to 
execute, a scheme or artifice—

1. To defraud any health care benefit program; or

2.  To obtain, by means of false or fraudulent pretenses, 
representations, or promises, any of the money or 
property owned by, or under the custody or control of, 
any health care benefit program, in connection with the 
delivery of or payment for health care services, shall be 
fined under this title or imprisoned not more than ten 
years, or both.
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Fraud, Waste and Abuse
The Financial Damage 

• 3% To 10% of annual U.S. Expenditure*

• $3.8 Trillion in 2019*

• Translation:  $114 billion to $380 billion in 2019 alone

* SOURCES:  U.S. Government Accountability Office;  National Health Care 
Anti-Fraud Association; Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services—National 
Health Expenditures, Projected 2018-2027

The Collateral Damage

• Corruption of patientsʼ medical histories

• Medical identity theft

• Theft of patientsʼ finite health benefits

• Physical risk/harm to patients
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Provider-Based Frauds

• Providers (or purported providers) are the focus of 85% or more of payersʼ fraud investigations

• Provider-fraud tools:

• Patient population to exploit

• Possible conditions & treatments to bill

• Wide 3rd-party billing authority

• Patient/provider/payer information = the vital commodity 
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Provider Fraud

• Billing for services not rendered

• Misrepresentation of services provided

• “Is upcoding fraud?”

• Provision of medically unnecessary services
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The Brothers Kabov

Chapter I

• Berry, age mid-late 40s

• Professional Bodybuilder
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The Brothers Kabov

Chapter I

• Dalibor (Dabo), age mid-late 30s

• Former NBA free agent & D League 
Player

• Registered Pharmacy Technician
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The Brothers Kabov

Chapter II

• Co-Owners:

Global Compounding Pharmacy
Los Angeles
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The Brothers Kabov—Chapter III
• Indicted/Arrested 9/15; Superseding Indictment 9/16

• 50 Counts
• Conspiracy to Distribute & Distribution of Oxycodone/Other Narcotics
• Conspiracy & Importation of Schedule III Controlled Substances
• Money Laundering Conspiracy
• False Tax Return Re: $1.5 million in Income Underreported

• U.S. Attorney’s Office
• Kabovs operated Global “for the purpose of concealing and growing their conspiracy to profit from black-

market sales of narcotics”
• 2014 CA Pharmacy Board inspection concluded Global was “front for a drug-trafficking operation”
• Allegedly shipped thousands of concealed oxycodone tabs to buyers in Ohio
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The Brothers Kabov—Chapter IV
• Along the way, also billed for compounded prescription drugs

• 1 TPA-administered health plan, 10-month period in 2014-15

• $2.6 million in compound scripts, 5 prescribers
• 2 prescribers = $2.35 million

• 1 of the 2 prescribers pled Guilty to $11.1 million Medicare fraud
• Use of marketers to solicit & deliver benes
• Fictitious or medically unnecessary diagnostic tests

• Kabovs “used names of other ID-theft victims. . .to submit fraudulent claims”

• Owner of Long Beach, CA “medi-spa” pled guilty to conspiring with Kabovs—i.e., providing 
patient info in exchange for $300K
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- THE END -

• Jury convicted on all counts 1/23/17

• Both sentenced March 13, 2019

• 121 months in federal prison
• Must serve at least 85% before parole eligibility

• $175,000 restitution each to IRS

• Judge:

• “It is disturbing that both defendants claim to have done nothing wrong. That is a mirage. There was overwhelming 
evidence of guilt”

• Brothers showed “no remorse”
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Notable Same-Neighborhood Cases
• January, 2019: California union member

• Established chiropractic business with fellow union members and hired practitioners (illegal in CA)
• Paid variety of kickbacks to induce other union members and dependents to come for services
• Used patient info to create additional fictitious claims 

• Pled Guilty early in the case
• Cooperated with law enforcement re: Info on alleged worker-led scheme involving attorneys, doctors & surgery centers
• Sentenced to 1 year federal prison

• September, 2018: Paul Brody, DPM
• SoCal & Nevada podiatrist
• Pled guilty to:

• Paying kickbacks to union member’s chiro business in exchange for referrals to his outpatient surgery center
• Fraudulently billing union’s health plan over two-year period
• Sentencing postponed, suggesting cooperation in additional investigations
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Notable Same-Neighborhood Cases
• April, 2019: Atlas Diagnostics, Studio City, CA

• Eddie Hernandez
• UPS employee
• Pled Guilty to recruiting other UPS employees to undergo phony sleep tests
• Effected $4 million in fraudulent claims to UPS health plan 9$800K paid)
• Sentenced to 2-1/2 years in federal prison, 3 years’ supervised release, restitution

• Anna Vishnevsky
• Owner of Atlas Diagnostics
• Paid recruitment kickbacks to Hernandez
• Pled Guilty 
• Awaiting sentencing 

• In total, Atlas’s fraudulent claims to several plans exceeded $11 million
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Notable Trends
• Good News

• Compound-drug schemes have largely abated following nationwide prosecutions, convictions and long prison sentences

• Bad News
• Compound schemes have been replaced by those involving “less radioactive” drugs: Topical pain and skin creams, 

nutritional supplements, probiotics
• Same M.O.; still very significant losses

• Opioids and Other Controlled Substances
• Still ever-present
• Doctor-shopping & scripts-for-cash/pill mills

• Diversion
• Tie to Addiction/dependency treatment

• Rehabilitation—“sober homes”
• Drug testing—i.e., wildly excessive urine toxicology frequency/claims

• New Opportunities to Misrepresent Cosmetic Procedures
• Fat-Freezing
• “Med Spa” services
• Molecular gene-sequencing tests
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Most Prominent Trends—DME
• Practitioners throughout U.S. (MD’s, PAs, RNs) purportedly performing tele-exams as basis for prescribing back, knee, neck, 

wrist, hand braces.

• One plan’s experience: 

• Pediatricians, ophthalmologists, emergency physicians, other non-orthopedic specialists throughout the country prescribing 
DME for Medicare beneficiaries in Mid-Atlantic from suppliers in FL, CO, CA, OK, TX, etc.

• Typically $0 medical claims to patient’s health plan—i.e., someone else is paying them for the purported exam and DME 
prescription

• If patients are Medicare/Medicaid beneficiaries, violates federal Anti-Kickback Statute and triggers False Claim Act.

• If patients are privately insured, some states (e.g., CA), constitutes state anti-kickback violation
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DME-Scheme Mechanics
• DME suppliers hire telemarketing companies

• Telemarketing companies buy “leads”—i.e., patient info from lead-generation suppliers

• Lead-generation companies procure leads through multiple means, some from individuals/entities outside the U.S.

• Telemarketers (some based outside U.S.—e.g., Philippines) make incessant calls to patients, often elderly Medicare 
benes, in attempt to elicit a request for “free” braces in recorded phone call

• Some try anything to elicit even the word “Yes” on tape, to be spliced into fabricated recording.

• DME companies swamp patient’s medical offices with calls, faxes requesting prescription for the DME the patient 
“requested”

• If/when that fails, they refer patient to their own “teledocs” for the purported exam and prescription
• Exam notes typically contains “cookie-cutter” template language

• Payers are flooded with Eligibility/Benefit Check calls beforehand; Claim-Status Check calls following claim submittal
• Many callback numbers are of telemarketing call centers or some party other than the DME supplier in question
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Most Prominent Trends—Topical Rx
• All payers, private and public, are targets of the latest form of post-compound Rx schemes: Topical pain and 

skin creams, vitamin supplements, probiotics and others

• Hydrocortisone 1%
• Lidocaine 3%, 5%
• Adapelene
• Calcipotriene
• DermacinRx
• Nudiclo
• NutriaRx
• Sil-K
• Prodigen
• Prilovix
• Inflammacin
• Xyrlix
• XYZbac
• etc., etc.
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Most Prominent Trends—Topical Rx
• Drug manufacturers, distributors and/or pharmacies:

• Purchase leads; or
• Pay kickbacks to patent recruiters, who pay the patients; or
• Procure patient info illicitly and fabricate claims.
• Pay kickbacks to tele-prescribers

• The result:
• Rx claims from pharmacies all over US, for scripts ostensibly written by prescribers all over U.S., for topical drugs, 

supplements, etc. billed at wildly high costs—e.g., lidocaine and/or hydrocortisone 1% at between $600 and $3,200 per 
very small tube.  

• One West Coast private plan’s experience:
• One prescriber accounts for $19 million in scripts, c. $16 million all from one pharmacy.
• Prescribers include a Midwest pediatrician, a West Virginia PA, a Pennsylvania Emergency Medicine doc, a TN 

ophthalmologist

• One northeast Medicare Advantage plan’s experience:
• $2.4 million in scripts from 38 prescribers (including FL, MO, LA, MI, CA) from 53 pharmacies (NY, NJ, TX, FL, CA, CO, 

OK, MI, AL, MS, TN)
• Prescribers include the same Midwest pediatrician, same TN ophthalmologist 
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Topical Rx Characteristics
• Common Denominators

• Many geographically remote prescribers, most often with $0 in medical claims to the patients’ insurers

• Geographically remote pharmacies

• Claims for same patient, same drugs from multiple pharmacies for scripts written by multiple prescribers; same drugs 
for multiple family members—the hallmarks of lead-based and info-brokering activity

• When patient’s PCP is the prescriber, upon payer or PBM outreach many PCPs deny having written the scripts in 
question or any scripts for the given patient
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Attacking DME Schemes. . .
• April, 2019: Nationwide takedown of DME schemes

• Hundreds of DME companies

• Telemarketing companies

• Lead-generation companies
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• Candidate Trump: “You have tremendous waste, fraud and abuse. . . and we’re going to get it.”
• President Trump: “Nobody knew health care could be so complicated”

• Yep. . .

• “Repeal and Replace”
• Going nowhere fast

• Across the board budget cuts: Impact on health care enforcement resources. . . Attention to private-payer 
cases?

• No major new initiatives, but no visible decline in existing efforts
• Some potential narrowing of federal focus/decreased emphasis on False Claims Act/whistleblower cases
• DOL-OIG continues to make solid cases in self-insured arena

• With 2020 looming, major health care changes unlikely
• Potential changes to federal Anti-Kickback Statute and/or Stark Law and/or HIPAA re:

• Value-based payment arrangements
• Substance-abuse care coordination
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• Private payers and public programs place increasing emphasis on pre-payment detection and prevention

• Software-based fraud detection data-mining and analytics “solutions”
• “Predictive modeling”
• “AI”

• Tech solutions don’t “pinpoint FWA”
• They identify anomalous/aberrant patterns of activity—the “What”
• Only investigation can establish the “Why,” including potential fraud

• Pre-pay detection and related claim scrutiny create a workload—seen by many as a “backlog”
• Challenging to reconcile with prompt-pay laws and regs
• Potential for “provider abrasion”

• EVV = a practical “high tech” approach to validation of certain historically problematic types of claims
• Challenge: How to apply to tele-exams and related prescriptions
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Mobile Gadgetry in An 
Alternative Site Health Care 

Environment
Jin Fugate, Director – Connected Care, Samsung
Jerard Berger, Healthcare Marketing, Samsung
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Samsung’s Broad Healthcare Portfolio
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Samsung’s Healthcare Mission

“To deliver 
transformative digital 

health solutions 
that improve the health 

& well being 
For the healthy, 
sick, and aged

to create a 
better world” SAMSUNG 

IN HOME

SAMSUNG 
IN HEALTH

SAMSUNG 
IN HOSPITAL
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Adoption of Digital Health

GEN 1: LAST 5 YEARS
PHONE APPS

GEN 2: TODAY
WEARABLE DEVICES

GEN 3: NEW ERA
WEARABLE SENSORS
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HomeCare Patient
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HomeCare - Wearables For Patients 

TASK 
MANAGEMENT

SAFETY &
SECURITY

HEALTH
& WELLNESS

Send 
Health           

report to 
Doc?

Low  BG
Observed
Food tip?
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HomeCare - Wearables For Patients 

Door Access

GEO LOCATION 
BASED TASKS ALERTS
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HomeCare - Wearables For Patients
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HomeCare - Wearables For Patients
Patients can share and monitor health data more than 
ever before, as well as use their wearables to assist them 
in everyday activities.

• Self Care and Alerts (Get Up and Move Around)

• Sleep, Weight Mgt., Nutrition

• Consultation and Scheduling

• Follow-Up Care and Instructions

• Measurement and Monitoring
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HomeCare – Mobile Devices For Patients
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HomeCare - Tablet For Patients

Loneliness Might Be A Bigger Health Risk Than Smoking Or Obesity 

Brigham Young University conducted a study and found that social 
isolation increases your risk of death by an astounding 30%, and 
some estimates have it as high as 60%!
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HomeCare - Tablet For Patients

Tablets for seniors with Breezie 
deliver simplified internet access

Get a highly personalized and simple tablet-
based platform specifically designed for seniors 
through the use of Knox. 

Breezie users range from 55 to 104 year olds 
and nearly 70% of them have never used a 
computer before.
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HomeCare – Phones For Patients 
Recent survey by Applied Clinical Trials, the biggest 
benefits of mobile devices and mHealth
technology in clinical trails:

§ 35% improvement in data quality

§ 28% improved patient engagement

§ 17% improvement in early safety signal detection

§ 12% improved patient recruitment

§ 12% improved patient trial adherence
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HomeCare – Sensors For The Patient
• 40 homes/apartment
• Low income w/o professional caregiver
• 1 part-time $12/hr home health aide
• 80% reduction in ER visits (7/yr to 1.5 /yr)
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HomeCare Worker
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HomeCare – Mobility Devices For Workers 

What Is Important To The Personal Care Agency?

• Cost

• Reliability

• Durability

• Security

• Interoperability
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HomeCare – Tablets For Workers

• Faster Billing

• Improved Employee Satisfaction

• Affordable Solution

• Reliable Devices

• Security
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HomeCare – Wearables For Workers

Real-time alerts
2-way messaging

Emergency calling

GPS & Beacon Locations
Geofencing

Fall Detection
HRV alerts
Dehydration
Inactivity

Identification,
Smart badge 

Dashboard
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HomeCare – Phones For Workers 
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Samsung & TELLUS – Solution Bundle 

NEW Electronic Visit 
Verification (EVV) 
Bundle

Bundle Includes:
• Samsung Smartphone*
• Knox Security
• TELLUS EVV Software
• Verizon Data Plan*
• Cellairis Rapture® Case
• Shellshock® Screen Protector
• 2 YR Repairs*
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Agency Benefits
• Complete EVV process in real-time

• Reduced agency liability

• Low-cost solution

• Device security (Knox)
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Why Samsung & TELLUS?

• J3 works great with TELLUS software

• Low cost / high value bundled solution

• Secure hardware and software
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